Nitration of the Environment: Can It Occur?

Although the organic chemist can readily demonstrate the production of N-nitrosodimethylamine, in high yield, from dimethylamine and nitrite in the chemical laboratory, the course of this reaction in a normal dietary situation is extremely difficult to predict. For instance, nitrite reacts at acid pH with primary, secondary, and tertiary amines, all of which may be present in diet. Dimethylamine is a strong base and does not nitrosate readily at the low concentrations of nitrous acid typical of a normal dietary situation.

For example, Mirvish (1) has studied the kinetics of nitrosation and from the maximum amounts of dimethylamine (40 ppm) and nitrite (200 ppm), he has calculated that in a 300-g meal the formation of N-nitrosodimethylamine within 3 hours at acid pH could be as low as 3 μg—that is, a yield of 0.015 percent based on the amine in the presence of excess nitrite. Such yields are two to three orders of magnitude lower than those usually experienced by the organic chemist. Thus it is necessary to define as precisely as possible the conditions relevant to a dietary situation to determine whether a recognized reaction will take place.

Archer et al. (2), having examined the reaction of creatine and creatinine with nitrite, conclude that “it remains to be determined whether these reactions,” one product of which is the weak rat carcinogen N-nitrososarcosine, “actually take place in foods or the mammalian stomach and to evaluate their significance in the incidence of human cancer.” It is important that such possibilities are put into perspective in the context of man’s contact with the environment.

For instance, the rate of nitrosation of a secondary amine is proportional to the square of the nitrite concentration (1), and in the case of an acidity, the nitrite concentration in the stomach can reach values of as high as 24 mg per 100 ml of stomach contents (3). The nitrite concentration reported for the deliberate nitrosation of creatine to produce N-nitrososarcosine was approximately 150,000 ppm. Similarly, the rate of nitrosation of a secondary amine is directly proportional to the concentration of the amine itself (1).

That of creatine in meat has been reported (4) to average 5500 ppm on a wet weight basis, whereas the nitrosation of creatine was conducted at a level of approximately 150,000 ppm. Taking into account the observed effects on nitrosation of both nitrite and creatine concentrations, the rate of conversion of creatine from meat to N-nitrososarcosine could be reduced by almost precisely a factor of 107 in comparison with the yield of 23 percent during 2½ hours at 25°C reported under favorable conditions. Of the anions known to catalyze the nitrosation of a secondary amine (5), thiocyanate is the most important in that it occurs normally in the saliva. If all the thiocyanate of the saliva finds its way into the gastric contents, however, it is unlikely that it will increase the rate of nitrosation by more than one
or possibly at the most two orders of magnitude, which still leaves a large margin even from extreme practical reality.

Although the finding in food or in vivo of even a few parts per billion of a nitrosamine should not be dismissed lightly, it is equally important that the reactions leading to the formation of such compounds be extrapolated on a scientific basis to the actual conditions of the environment in order to evaluate realistically the potential carcinogenic hazard to man.
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Considering the numerous reports of the occurrence of nitrosamines (1), we feel that the question of whether nitrosation can occur in the environment hardly has been answered. What should be asked instead is: How much and which N-nitroso compounds occur in the environment? It is to this end that we undertook the research on creatine and creatinine. We carefully avoided ascribing any direct link to human cancer from our results, as quoted in the third paragraph of Walters' comment: "it remains to be determined. . . ."

While we do not essentially disagree with any of Walters' statements, we find it surprising that he derives a sense of either security or insecurity from his oversimplified calculations. We feel the following points merit consideration in determining the value of such calculations.

1) The carcinogenicity of N-nitrososarcosine has been established for only one species of rat (2). Essentially all authorities on chemical carcinogenesis would agree that this neither allows the prediction of activity in man, nor the assumption that it is a weak carcinogen, as found for the BD rat.

2) The toxicity of the reaction products of creatinine with nitrite (creatinine-5-oxime and 1-methylhydantoin-5-oxime) have not been tested in any species.

3) Walters takes our yield data and applies correction factors derived from rate considerations to compute an approximate yield of N-nitrososarcosine in the stomach. Since no rate data have been published, the calculations are necessarily invalid. In fact, unpublished rate data from our laboratory indicate that at 37°C and pH 3.5, 20 mM creatine (2620 ppm) and 10 mM nitrite (460 ppm) yields 2 μM N-nitrososarcosine (2.36 ppm) in 4 hours. A food product, however, may be stored for a relatively long period compared to the time of ingestion and absorption. Given an infinite amount of time and provided that the nature of the reaction and yield of product does not change, creatine at 5500 ppm and sodium nitrite at 240 ppm should give approximately 48 ppm of N-nitrososarcosine (if we assume a 35 percent yield). (Walters' figure of 23 percent for our yield was incorrectly calculated, since nitrite was the limiting reactant, not the creatine.)

4) Although we found a yield of 35 percent of N-nitrososarcosine under our reaction conditions in 2.5 hours, this does not preclude the possibility of having reached a significant fraction of this yield in a much shorter time under the same or more optimum conditions. It also does not preclude the possibility of much higher or lower yields than we reported, particularly since there are a number of parallel and consecutive reactions involved in this system. We have some data indicating that the ratios of reactants are critically important in determining the rate of formation of N-nitrososarcosine and the ultimate yield of product. In addition, since factors such as optimum pH have not been determined, there is at present no means of establishing a priori what the yield would be under the conditions of the stomach or in some food product.

5) Walters assumes that he has considered all of the important factors that can influence rate and yield. He cites thiocyanate as a possible 100-fold accelerating factor. Studies on food or model systems often fail to consider the possibility of unequal distribution of reactants. The sensitivity of nitrosation reactions to hydrogen ion concentration is such that each pH unit from the optimum pH for nitrosation gives approximately one order of magnitude change in reaction rate. These factors and others can lead to such large errors in predicting nitrosamine concentrations for most cases it is not worthwhile unless the system is well defined. Since Walters has chosen the environment for his system, this leaves a very large amount of room for error.

6) Walter cites Mirvish's study of dimethylamine nitrosation (3). He could hardly have chosen a more negative system. More recent studies on in vivo nitrosation by Mirvish and coworkers (4, 5) include the group of compounds: morpholine, piperezine, N-methylamine, ethyleneurea, and dimethylamine. Each of these compounds was fed to mice along with nitrite in the food or drinking water, and only dimethylamine failed to induce lung adenomas. The basis for this failure is well established in the principles of physical chemistry.

7) Our study on the reaction of creatine and creatinine with nitrite were only intended to establish the nature of the reaction products, and were not even designed to yield information on the probability of their environmental occurrence. We feel that more qualitative studies of this type should be conducted with other types of compounds containing nitrogen to provide a more solid information base for analytical and kinetic investigations in systems of practical importance.

In conclusion, we would agree with Walters' final paragraph. In due time we hope to accumulate sufficient information on kinetics and toxicology to make intelligent predictions and to help us "evaluate realistically the potential carcinogenic hazard to man." We do not believe Walters' calculations are a proper step in this direction.

We wish to call attention to our inadvertent omission of an important article by Greenwood and Levy (6) on the reaction of creatinine and some of its derivatives with nitrous acid.

Michael C. Archer
Steven R. Tannenbaum
Department of Nutrition and Food Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge 02139
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